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I have infinite gratitude and appreciation for my beautiful family, my soul
tribe and the amazing mentors and teachers that have crossed my path
through my journey.  I will never forget my tremendous experiences treating
the thousands of clients that I’ve been blessed with over the last 20 years. All
of these amazing people have contributed to the development and success of
the techniques in the AWAKE program. As I surrendered into my true
authentic self and lived this AWAKE program, I fell in love with the man I will
call my husband on 2/20/2020. I am blessed to have a true divine masculine
man as my partner in this journey we call life.  Most of all, I would like to
honor my guardian parents  (Who are the embodiment of "All That IS" ) who
literally stood by my side throughout the entire process and taught me what
true unconditional love is! I believe true love is the most important energy to
bring to our 3D experience. Attracting true love and ACCEPTING true love is a
representation of one's ability to truly love yourself.  My teachings are geared
towards attracting and sustaining this energy in your life. 

I was told by my guardian parents that there are enlightened truth seekers
that will be drawn to this program. It is my responsibility and PURPOSE to
align these souls to the frequency of their authentic selves. It is their time to
step forward and shine. YOUR LIFE IS YOUR PURPOSE and YOUR PURPOSE IS
YOUR LIFE. As these truth seekers align to the frequency of who they truly
are, they will activate and burn like the most passionate fire. This activation
will in return activate the souls that they are around. The graduates of the
AWAKE program will be aligned to the true frequency of success as they are
trained to give this torch to others. True love, health, joy, and financial
abundance all come from this frequency, called the “zero-point”. This program
is for anyone who has a calling to obtaining this state of being. The techniques
in this program are unique and designed to set current entrepreneurs apart
from everyone else. Competition will be a lower frequency and that term will
not be utilized anymore. Aspiring entrepreneurs will find the skillset, know
how, mind set and energy set to begin their personal journey to true success
and freedom. My whole life has been a training to allow me to be qualified to
teach the AWAKE Academy. 

The best time to embark on this journey is in the midst of you living your life!
This is because as you learn the teachings, this energy will surface in your
every day life so that you can make permanent life shifts. In order to truly
learn anything, you must embody it, become it, live it. It becomes who you are
and using these techniques will be instinctual and natural. 



I poured my heart and soul in the  makings of the AWAKE
Academy and its contents. This 16 week course is designed to get
you into the energy set of true success!  However, you will be
welcome to repeat the course and join us for a life-time!

Welcome to AWAKE
 
 Academy of Wealth Alchemy and Kinetic Energy. 
 
 
This academy will change your life forever. Have you ever been involved in
a true state of alchemized strategic change before?
 
Collectively, most of our students say it is like getting a full-being
makeover. TRUE wealth is wealth of the mind, body and spirit. A person
who is financially rich but emotionally depressed or physically sick is
lacking true wealth.
 
AWAKE teaches clients to blissfully reach a state of zero-point
consciousness.
 
This is a place where the only moment in time is the moment of NOW. In
this moment of NOW exists a very important torsion field of energy called
the “zero-point”.
 
When you access this point you are embodied in a vacuum that will
effortlessly and easily allow you to manifest a life of wealth, true-love,
perfect health, and spiritual evolvement. 
 
Before designing this new age program, dozens of extremely successfully
people were studied. The definition of success for this purpose, implies that
the person is financially wealthy, happily in love, physically healthy, and
spiritually abundant. Every successful entrepreneur that was studied and
modeled had a way of thinking, acting, and being that just naturally
attracts success. This way of being is existing in the “zero-point “ field of
consciousness. 
 
 
Who Is this program for?
 
This Program is for Everybody! This program can benefit energy workers,
life coaches, intuitives who need direction on how to work with clients,
doctors of any kind, lawyers, entrepreneurs, artists, actors, Anyone who
wants to be successful and bring true love into their lives. 
 
At the completion of the academy, you will be an internationally certified
Integrative and Holistic Energy Healing Practitioner. This Certification is
endorsed by THINK, AANP and ABNLP.
You will receive Theta Energy Healing Certifications, Neuro-Linguistic
Programming Life Coach Certification, Zero-Point Acceleration™
Certification, DNA Encoding Certification™, Medical Intuitive Certification,
certification as a Hypnotherapist, and new to the academy is the
certification as a PLAE™ Coach. Details of  the certifications are discussed 
 later in this ebook. 
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Who Is this program for?
 

This Program is for Everybody!  AWAKE is for anyone who is in the
process of an awakening, a change, and stepping into their power.
This program can benefit energy workers, life coaches,
intuitives who need direction on how to work with clients, doctors
of any kind, lawyers, entrepreneurs, artists, actors, Anyone who
wants to be successful at life and help others to do so too! 

The graduates of AWAKE will never stop revisiting the portal
because it is a one -stop shop. AWAKE™ emotionally, physically, and
spiritually cleanses you and resets you while teaching you how to do
the exact same thing for your loved ones and clients. There is so
much content in the academy that you will have life-time access to
it. You can retake this course as many times as you need and desire,
even after receiving all of the certifications.

There are quite a few life-coaches and energy workers advertising
their services. One of the biggest complaints that I hear when
people come to me is "I am not getting clients". This is because you
can't be like everybody else and expect to stand out. The
certifications and techniques in AWAKE are different then the
average program and have a high success rate. AWAKE teaches you
how to access, accentuate and gracefully expose the unique you,
while integrating this with your life and your purpose. Your soul
family (which are your ideal clients, friends and loved ones) will
gravitate towards the authentic frequency of the true you. This is
the physics of miracles. 

The modules in AWAKE are so unique and diverse that you will have
the tools to work with any client that comes to your awareness.  The
teachings in AWAKE are not just for the students who will be taking
clients, but for everyone who wants to be successful in any career,
love, and health. Please take some time and review in the upcoming
pages the techniques that the modules cover. If you are interested
in becoming an energy worker, life coach, or any type of healing
practitioner, I guarantee you will not find the diversity of techniques
that magically play off of one another in any other program. I have
taken what works from A-Z with any of the thousands of clients that
I have worked on, and bundled it together in this program. 

Artists, real-estate entrepreneurs, CEOs, stay at home moms, and
many other people from all walks of life have thrived from AWAKE.
Why? This is simple. AWAKE teaches you to shine from the inside out
and that light is what the universe is drawn to when you are
attracting your 3D reality.  The youngest student thus far is 17 and
the oldest student is 80. Magic does not discriminate. 



AWAKE
TESTIMONIALS

https://www.consciousinfinity.net/testimonials to
listen to actual video testimonials.

 

“My life has changed because of this Academy! I looked forward to every
module that was being released on Mondays and Wednesdays. Since
graduating, I have been offered multiple contracts doing the work that I love.
During the class I got a job working at an alternative hospital in Mexico doing
energy healing. Rebecca is an amazing and dedicated teacher. I highly
recommend this class to everyone!”

Kristin - Las Vegas

j

“My name is Riza and I am a Photo Journalist in the Army. I am taking Rebecca’s
AWAKE Academy to transition into a full-time career doing this work after I am
become inactive. I have successfully utilized Rebecca’s course to work through all
of my childhood trauma, anxiety and depression. It is one thing to talk about such
a change, but a whole different thing to actually feel it! I feel amazing!! The
meditations and DNA activations are life changing. I absolutely love learning
these techniques and practicing them on the classmates. I would highly
recommend taking the AWAKE Program!”

Riza Harris, Virginia
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“Hello, my name is Jamie and I recommend the AWAKE Academy to
everyone in the universe. This Academy should cost at least double! I have
taken NLP and Theta Healing and different modalities. The techniques
taught in this program and the way Rebecca taught them taught me so
much more than I have ever learned in any other class. The meditations
and healing are amazing and I truly know my authentic self. I am in
business! Do not hesitate to take this program!”

Jamie- Atlanta, Georgia

“Hi, my name is Lisa and I am a graduate of the AWAKE Academy. Dr. Rebecca Wiley is
such a great teacher who dearly cares about her students and is very responsive! She is
open-minded and easy to talk to. This class has really added to my business and helped
to scale my business online. Rebecca walks you step by step how to use the techniques
that you are taught to as a career. The meditations and healing are priceless and the
class can be as interactive as you are willing to make it! This is a well put together class.
It is structured but offers flexibility to the people that are busy and have full-time jobs.
There is really no excuse to wait to take the class. My business has definitely expanded
since taking this course” 
Lisa Norfolk



" I have been a client of Rebecca’s since 2014. She worked with me on
recovering from a death, my relationship, parenting, career, and family
issues. She is a one-stop shop However, I can honestly say that she is a
hidden gem. I got promoted to CEO of a very large Organization. My income
has tripled since working with her. I got promoted the day after she and I
covered a deep connection between something that happened in my
childhood and why I was staying “stuck” in the job position I was in. She
helped me to “clear” and “shift” the energy around this. Boy did my life
rapidly transform. I will be honest when I say that it was not until after I
meant Rebecca that I understood the connection between financial success
and spiritual success. This program is priceless".  Adam G.  Pheonix, Arizona " 

I am writing this testimonial from my hotel in the Virgin Islands. I am making
money from the Virgin Islands thanks to Rebecca. I believe everything
changed for me when I released the value on my family’s judgments towards
me. During one of the modules that I was listening to it made so much since
when Rebecca said that when I stop judging myself so harshly all of other
peoples judgments will magical disappear. I listened and did the exercises
around and it worked! People started to become excited when they listened
to my ideas and ventures. Now I am making a multiple six-figure income
form anywhere in the word that I decide to be. ALL of what Rebecca teaches
matters. Also it was 2 months after my work with Rebecca that I found my
husband, who I married 2 months ago!I highly recommend Rebecca and her
program!" Susan TresmanWhereever I decide to be!!  

"My name is Peter, and I am what everyone would consider to be a
Millennial. I watched my parent’s make the worst decisions about money in
their life. I found it very difficult to understand why my father and mother
chose to work for others making a fraction of their potential. I knew since I
Wass like 8 years old that that would never be me. When I was 29 I stumbled
across literature on the law of attraction, money blocks, the
personalities/mindsets of truly successful people and most importantly the
concept that we are all energy beings. I quickly shifted my way of thinking
and the next thing I knew I stumbled across Rebecca. It was then that I made
the best investment for myself by enrolling in her program. If you have ever
tried Ayahuasca, I would compare it to that. Our weekly coaching calls after
completing her online modules were challenging, humorous, and full of
growth. I had an idea, the idea became a concept, the concept became its
own consciousness, and that consciousness was integrated into my reality. I
am now the proud owner of a thriving vegan organic dog food company.
Thank You Rebecca for helping me to anchor my fleeting thoughts into a
reality that is just purely amazing!" Peter R.San Francisco, CA 

AWAKE
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"I am a natural born Intuitive and I knew my purpose in life was to
work with people to help them heal on an energetic level. Rebecca’s
program is perfect for me. It teaches me how to heal using amazing
techniques that Rebecca teaches so well. I now know how to use my
abilities to work with Clients and heal them. Rebecca provides alot of
content and ways to heal people that are creative and fun. The Zero-
Point Acceleration is amazing! I use it on my self and my clients.
Furthermore, I now know how to set my business up and get clients
naturally without feeling like I am advertising myself. Thanks
Rebecca!" Joanne Markal Rhode Island

To see the full list of testimonials go to
www.consciousinfinity.net/testimonials



After completing the AWAKE Academy , the following
certifications are awarded and recognized:

Basic ThetaHealing Certification

Advanced ThetaHealing Certification

Manifesting and Abundance Certification

Medical Intuitive Certification

ThetaHealing Soul Mate Certification

DNA Encoding and re-engineering Certification

Neuro-Linguistic Programming  and Life Coaching
Certification

Zero-Point Acceleration Certification

Hypnotherapy Certification

NEW- PLAE™ Certification

AWAKE

CERTIFICATIONS
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What Will I learn? 
 

Below is an outline of all of the modules and the
content:

Each week of the AWAKE Academy there are 2
meditations that you will listen to that will focus on the
techniques and healings for that week. These
meditations will give you DNA activations and
downloads. These assist greatly in releasing of shadow
energies and assimilating the higher frequencies that
will prevent programs of suffering and sacrifice in your
life.

AWAKE is a 16-week Academy. The structure of this program is designed
to adapt to anyone's learning style and processing speed.

This program adapts to the schedules of students who work full-time and
have children. Many people are transitioning careers during this process
or have a full-time career.  

There is a module released every Monday and Wednesday for 16 weeks.
Each module consists of a learning video by Dr. Rebecca Sullivan, a Manual
and an audio and healing meditation. 

The audio and healing meditation will assimilate through that night's
sleep cycle. The modules are organized in a fashion where they
fundamentally build upon one another. 

The processing time from Thursday-Sunday is essential to allow the
content to integrate into the subconscious mind. Learning too fast can be
overwhelming.  

There are zoom calls weekly where all classmates have the option and
opportunity to ask questions, share experiences, and process anything
that needs processed.  Healings will be done every zoom call.

Each student will be assigned a partner/partners to practice with. These
are amazing opportunities to learn from one another and heal!

You will spend a minimum of 3-6 hours per week on class. However, you
can spend as much time as you have partnering up and practicing.
Limitless potentiality exists here!



AWAKE
What wilI learn continued.. Remember you will
receive the healing and meditation associated
with each module as well as learn how to do
this yourself!

This program is geared to teach you that there
is no time and space in healing! It is important
that you learn to do this work over the phone
and video, so that you can potentially have
clients from anywhere that you chose!

Module 1:  Connecting to your heart space, creating rapport
with clients and establishing much needed trust. 

Your connection to your heart space is your connection to “ all
that is” This connection is essential in all that you do. It is the
space of being in the moment, unity, stillness, and relieves you
of ego based decisions when it comes to yourself and your
clients. It is through residing in the heart space that you will
establish the best relationship with yourself and your clients.
This is crucial to tap into your authentic self and manifest your
true purpose. What a fun and rewarding way to begin the
AWAKE program. Plus you will enjoy the guided meditation and
healing that guides you to this space! 

Module 2:  95% of all beliefs and energies that we carry are
NOT ours. This module will teach you how to Clear discarnate
and foreign energies that we have in our subconscious minds
as well as in our  energy fields.  You will learn to do this on
yourself and others as you desire. Module 2 also focuses on
clearing imprints that have been embedded during emotional
or traumatic incidents. 

Module3-5: Developing your intuitive abilities and your
abilities to read your client. Everyone has the ability to utilize
their intuition and become clairvoyant. Some people may
already be clairvoyant and intuitive but need to learn how to
harness and focus this ability. Either way, when you master
this ability, the way you live your own life and your ability to
help other people will dramitically change for the better!

Module 6: 4Ps-  probe, pair, pluck and program:  Totally resets
the subconscious to allow functional conscious behaviors and
clears blocks on conscious, subconscious, energetic and soul
level

Module 7:  Release FAT (fear, anger trauma)



AWAKE

What Will I learn continued..

Module 8: Starseed and Blueray Activation

Module 9:  Muscle testing, Creation of Feelings and
Downloads

Module 10:  Talking with spirit guides and deceased loves
ones

Module 11: Reading and programming inanimate objects,
land, and jewelry

Module 12:  Tracking Energy

Module 13:  Spiderman Technique and Remote Viewing

Module 14:  Shadow Self Work

Module 15: Clearing and balancing Chakras

Module 16:  Neuro-Linguistic Programming

Module 17: Time-Line Therapy

Module 18: Eye-Movement Integration

Module 19-24: Hypnosis and NLP

Module 25: How to Communicate with the physical body

Module 26-27: Conversations with the physical body

Module 28: Aligning Business Chakras with Personal
Chakras

Module 29: How to do recorded audio meditations and
hypnosis sessions, podcasting and website options

Module 30:  YOUTUBE and making videos

Module 31: Logo, Mission Statements 

Module 32: Social Media Development and Marketing 

Module 33: Conclusions and Audio Meditation
 



AWAKE
What Will I learn continued..

Modules 34-37: PLAE™ Certification- This certification is new and
included in the price for everyone who joins AWAKE before January
31st 2021. 

What is PLAE™ :PLAE stands for 

Psychedelic
Languaging
Activations &
Encoding

This certification has been long coming! Dr. Rebecca Sullivan has
studied plant medicine such as;  Ayahuasca, Psilocybin, and Iboga 
 since 2014. Her journey started in Peru studying and learning with
Dr. Joe Tafur (a UCLA Psychiatrist/Shaman). Dr. Sullivan is very
passionate about life changing and miraculous healings she has
experienced for herself and her clients since 2014.  The success
stories and miracles that Rebecca has witnessed from psychedelic
treatment is phenomenal. 

The students who join AWAKE have a precious and rare opportunity
to experience this for themselves using the very techniques they
learn during the Academy. This is not a requirement but an amazing
elective. Some students have chosen to move forward without the
PLAE™ Certification, but many are super excited about this
opportunity and new level of healing. 

Americans/Canadians and the rest of the world are flocking to
countries such as Brazil, Peru, and Costa Rica to experience plant
medicine.  However, pre-ceremony and post ceremony integration is
KEY to the success of this treatment. The need for Psychedelic
Coaches have sky-rocketed and will continue to do so. 

The PLAE™ Certification will position you as a Psychedelic Coach.
Plant medicine speaks a language all on its own and has a morphic
field of consciousness that must be respected and understood. You
will learn about this beautiful and sacred process and be positioned
as a PLAE™ Psychedelic Coach to help people experience and
integrate this sacred process. 



There are 2 different options for lifetime tuition:  

Package 1 is the the entire online academy, zoom calls,
unlimited access to the library as well as being able to repeat
the course as many times as you want!  Professionals have
priced this at $20,000. Dr. Rebecca Sullivan is no-nonsense and a
very dedicated teacher. Most companies pay so much in
needless overhead and because of this retail prices have to
increase!

 Through AWAKE, the entire academy is yours for  a very low
lifetime tuition of $4995!   If you pay in full upfront it is only
$4495

AWAKE

Your Investment in AWAKE

The first investment in this program has to be the willingness to love and invest
in yourself!  AWAKE is all about unlocking limitless possibilities by honoring your
authentic self. In order to reveal this golden nugget within you,, you need to be
showering yourself with love. You are worth the investment, time and energy.
There really is no such thing as failure, only failing to try. 

The most important investment is claiming now that YOU are worth it!
That you are magical and NOW is your time to shine! Your life is your
purpose and your purpose is your life!

The second investment is 6 hours minimum a week for 16
weeks



AWAKE has different payment options!

Option 1- Pay in full and receive above stated
discounts.

Option 2- Deposit of $2000 and pay remaining
balance in 3 months.- NO INTEREST

Option 3- Paypal Credit

Option 4- assistance in receiving personal loan for
educational purposes. 

AWAKE

Your Investment in AWAKE

T

Package #2 is the same as Package  #1 PLUS 1 30 minute personalized
session each week with Dr. Rebecca Sullivan for the 16 weeks. This package
will be offered as long as Rebecca has availability. Her #1 priority is the
students in her AWAKE class. The cost for package #2 is $7995. If paid in full
up front, the total cost is $7495. 

My Guarantee to YOU: If you do not make at least 5
times your investment within the first year after
completing the program and following it, I will give you
a 100% refund!



AWAKE

To Enroll  or for a free consultation: Email Dr.
Sullivan at www.consciousinfinity88@gmail.com.
Another option is to call or text Dr. Rebecca Wiley
at (301)268-5956.T


